USS Sharikahr Mission Transcript – 10301.23

“New Friends, Old Enemies… ”

Chapter II
 
Host Frank says:
The USS Sharikahr is preparing to board a freighter.  It was apparently attacked and is now lifeless.
Host Frank says:
<<<<<<<<<<Resume Mission>>>>>>>>>>
CMO_Lt_Ahkileez says:
::In sickbay, holding down the fort while Sky was on the AT.::
MO_Lt_Sky says:
::In the transporter room, quietly waiting on the transporter padd.::
XO_Cmdr_Ikari says:
::stands in the transporter room, checking his chronometer and counting heads::
CEO_Ens_Brincker says:
::In the transporter room checking she has everything and everyone.::
TO_LtJG_Semaj says:
::Enters TR checking his weapon before transport::
FCO-Ens-Haynes says:
::Holding the Sharikahr steady next to the freighter.::
Host CO_Capt_Ahkileez says:
::in his chair on the bridge, watching the chrono in the corner of the viewscreen:: Self: About time.... ::taps the blue button on his command chair:: *XO*: Bridge to Transporter Room 1. Are you ready, Commander?
MO_Lt_Sky says:
::Looks to the first officer in his reply.::
CSO_LtCmdr_Hayward says:
::runs into the transporter room, carrying various scanning devices in addition to the standard tricorder:: XO Commander Ikari, ready as ordered. ::out of breath::
TO_LtJG_Semaj says:
::Steps up on a pad and is ready for transport::
XO_Cmdr_Ikari says:
::cranes his head, checking bodies and equipment, nods to the CSO:: *CO*: We're ready, sir.
CSO_LtCmdr_Hayward says:
::Steps on the pad::
MO_Lt_Sky says:
::Raises an eyebrow at the late CSO and shifts over a bit to make room for him.::
CEO_Ens_Brincker says:
EO: You are sure we have everything?
Host CO_Capt_Ahkileez says:
*XO*: Acknowledged. Godspeed, Commander. Bridge out. ::settles back in his seat::
XO_Cmdr_Ikari says:
Transporter Chief: Chief, we're ready for transport.
CEO_Ens_Brincker says:
::EO T'Karr eyes her in that calm Vulcan way which approaches a reprimand if it wasn't because he would never reprimand a superior officer.:
CEO_Ens_Brincker says:
::Looks a bit flustered, hates inexperience.:: EO: Yes, of course you do. Thank you.
FCO-Ens-Haynes says:
::Checks the drift course attempting to analyze where this freighter had come from and where it was going.::
CMO_Lt_Ahkileez says:
::Quietly walks the empty sickbay.  They were prepared for possible autopsy.::
Host Frank says:
Scene:  As the Away Team transports over to the freighter.  It is very much like one would expect.  Lights are on emergency power, life support barely functional, and dead bodies strewn throughout.  The stench of death hangs in the air.
TO_LtJG_Semaj says:
@::Feels the familiar wave as the transporter grabs him and then lets him go on the derelict ship.  He draws his weapon and looks all around him::
MO_Lt_Sky says:
@::Her eyes move from one body to another before moving cautiously to check one out.::
CSO_LtCmdr_Hayward says:
@::materializes, immediately feels the smell of death::
Host CO_Capt_Ahkileez says:
::rests one arm on the armrest of his chair:: FCO: Do we have an open channel with the away team?
CEO_Ens_Brincker says:
@::Wrinkles her nose and feels slight sick.::
XO_Cmdr_Ikari says:
@::turns to his team:: ALL: Alright, you all know your jobs.  Do them efficiently so we can get back home soon.
FCO-Ens-Haynes says:
CO: You wish for one to be kept open sir?
CEO_Ens_Brincker says:
@::Walks off in the direction where you could expect to find Engineering - she hopes.::
TO_LtJG_Semaj says:
@::Motions for the rest of the security detail to fan out and establish a perimeter::
Host CO_Capt_Ahkileez says:
::realizes a more experienced officer would have done it automatically, but nods understandingly:: FCO: Yes, Ensign. And move us in a thousand kilometers and hold. We'll try to limit any interference to the transporters from leaks.
FCO-Ens-Haynes says:
::Notes that the computer analysis came back inconclusive for course.::
XO_Cmdr_Ikari says:
@CSO: Try to find the bridge and see if you can tap into the sensor array, if you can find one.  MO/TO: Accompany him, please.
MO_Lt_Sky says:
@::Moving from one body to another she scans them, examining the wounds.::
CSO_LtCmdr_Hayward says:
@XO: Sir, I'm unable to discern what species these....bodies are from. I'll need to access their main computer. I can tell you one thing, they were attacked with the same type disrupter weapon that was used on the ship as a whole
FCO-Ens-Haynes says:
CO: Aye sir.  ::Opens a channel.:: *AT*: Away Team, the Captain has requested that an open comm be kept.
CEO_Ens_Brincker says:
@::On the way she stops to look at the computer display near her. It is dead of course, but the symbols are quite alien.::
TO_LtJG_Semaj says:
@::Begins a methodical search:: XO: Everything appears all clear sir.
XO_Cmdr_Ikari says:
@All:  Open comms, people.  TO: Good, keep an eye out.
MO_Lt_Sky says:
@XO:  Some of these people were killed hand to hand as well.
TO_LtJG_Semaj says:
@XO: Open comms, aye.
CSO_LtCmdr_Hayward says:
@XO: Aye sir. ::looks at the others:: MO/TO: If you'll follow me. ::grim:: I think I can get us to their bridge
FCO-Ens-Haynes says:
CO: Captain, the Sharikahr is as close as safely possible per Starfleet guidelines.
XO_Cmdr_Ikari says:
@MO: A boarding party?  We could be dealing with pirates then.
CEO_Ens_Brincker says:
@T'Karr: Are you sure it is this way?
MO_Lt_Sky says:
@::Standing::  XO: Permission to have some of these people beamed to the ship for an autopsy.  Medical is already prepared for that.
Host CO_Capt_Ahkileez says:
::doesn't let his tone change at all:: FCO: I'm aware of that, Ensign. Carry out my order.
CEO_Ens_Brincker says:
@::T'Karr shows her a tricorder. He had of course done a scan of the ship before beaming over.:: EO: Ah, thank you. ::A set of doors appear, they enter. Yep, ME alien style.::
XO_Cmdr_Ikari says:
@MO: Granted, and start making your way to the bridge.  ::walks here and there, looking at nothing in particular on the walls, floor, and ceiling::
FCO-Ens-Haynes says:
CO: Sir that was with moving it in 1000 Kilometers.
MO_Lt_Sky says:
@XO:  Acknowledged commander.
TO_LtJG_Semaj says:
@::Goes with the CSO::
MO_Lt_Sky says:
@::Making her choice of what appears to be a male and a female of the species in relatively good condition, she tags them.::
FCO-Ens-Haynes says:
::Listens tot he AT over the open Comm.::
MO_Lt_Sky says:
@*Sharikahr*:  Two bodies to beam to sickbay.
CSO_LtCmdr_Hayward says:
@::makes his way to the bridge, almost tripping over bodies as they go:: MO: Was there anything else of note from your preliminary scan?
CEO_Ens_Brincker says:
@*XO* We have arrived at Main Engineering. Our priority is to get the internal systems up and running.
Host CO_Capt_Ahkileez says:
FCO: All right. ::shifts in his chair and watches the screen and the dead ship:: Have you found out where it was coming from?
FCO-Ens-Haynes says:
CO: Sir the computer analysis came back inconclusive, not enough information to extrapolate a course.
CEO_Ens_Brincker says:
*T'Karr* EO: Why don't I focus on that, so you can look at the data link?
MO_Lt_Sky says:
@CSO:  No sir.  But that could be do to the unfamiliarity of the database with this species.  I will endeavor to keep my eyes open for anything though.
XO_Cmdr_Ikari says:
@::can't help but grin:: EO: I'm aware of the mission orders, Ensign.  See to it.
CEO_Ens_Brincker says:
EO: I think we will both focus on the internal systems so we can all get on with our assignments. ::Gets out her specially prepped tricorder/measuring device.::
CSO_LtCmdr_Hayward says:
@::manually opens the door to the bridge:: MO/TO: Lets see what we have to work with
Host CO_Capt_Ahkileez says:
::exhales slowly:: FCO: I was afraid of that. ::shrugs:: It had to be tried. Good work, Ensign. Hopefully we'll get more information you can use from the craft.
MO_Lt_Sky says:
@::Moves from the bodies, trusting the ship will respond soon.::
CEO_Ens_Brincker says:
@::Walks over to what looks like a central position and looks for the proverbial on/off button.::
TO_LtJG_Semaj says:
@::Enters slowly and looks around for any sign of danger::
FCO-Ens-Haynes says:
CO: I'm sorry sir.  The MO requested a beam out of some bodies, shall we inform the TR.::
CSO_LtCmdr_Hayward says:
@::Looks around:: Trying to find the science station
Host CO_Capt_Ahkileez says:
::picks up the comm:: *MO*: Sharikahr here. Standby, Doctor. ::opens a separate channel:: *TR2* Bridge to Transporter Room 2, beam the articles Doctor Sky has tagged directly to Sickbay and inform Doctor Ahkileez.
CEO_Ens_Brincker says:
@::Measuring the outputs from the terminals she finds the one controlling the emergency lightning.::
CMO_Lt_Ahkileez says:
::Watches as two bodies appear on the prepared biobeds contained within forcefields.  Then with a nod to the gamma team who had stayed on to assist and the alpha one, the two groups proceed with in-depth multiply testing.::
CEO_Ens_Brincker says:
@*T'Karr*: Sir, I think I have found the central work platform. ::His voice is slightly distant.::
Host CO_Capt_Ahkileez says:
FCO: Contact Commander Ikari and find out if we have a datalink yet.
CSO_LtCmdr_Hayward says:
@::locates the science console:: *CEO*: Is there anyway you can back up power to the bridge console?
CEO_Ens_Brincker says:
@::She walks towards his voice.:: EO: Good work, how do you know? ::Stops when she sees the three bodies around the console.:: EO: Ah, I see.
XO_Cmdr_Ikari says:
@::makes his way to the bridge, looking at the faces of the deceased::
MO_Lt_Sky says:
@::As the bodies vanish in the shimmer of the transporter, she turns back to join the CSO.::
FCO-Ens-Haynes says:
::Hopes the AT can find out what the freighter was transporting and break into the computer's navigational array.::
TO_LtJG_Semaj says:
@CSO: This ship is like nothing I have ever seen before, sir.
FCO-Ens-Haynes says:
::Smiles as she was just thinking about that.:: CO: Yes sir. *XO*: Commander, Captain Ahkileez wanted to find out if a data link has been established yet?
CSO_LtCmdr_Hayward says:
@TO: What do you think? ::Plays with the controls:: Any speculation? I hear you there...these controls are so unfamiliar
CEO_Ens_Brincker says:
@::They help each other shift the bodies. Anne cringes a bit, but the Vulcan is kind enough to ignore it and gets on with the job.::
CMO_Lt_Ahkileez says:
::Makes note of the enlarged ears and nostrils.::  T'Las, check for extra sensitive hearing and smell.  ::as the doctor  nods, she continues taking detailed pictures of the exterior before they began with the interior.::
XO_Cmdr_Ikari says:
@*FCO*: Not as yet.  Check with Ensign Brincker to see if this ship can handle a power transfer.  We may not be able to get this ship going on her own.
TO_LtJG_Semaj says:
@CSO: Whoever attacked this ship is long gone now.  I see nothing that resembles an OPS station but I think I have found the helm controls.
MO_Lt_Sky says:
@XO:  Permission to search the ship for any possible life forms that we man not be picking up.
CSO_LtCmdr_Hayward says:
@TO: And I think I have the science console...maybe. Try and activate what you can
FCO-Ens-Haynes says:
*XO*: Yes Commander.  *CEO*: Chief, Captain Ahkileez would like to know if a data link can be set up anytime soon?
XO_Cmdr_Ikari says:
@MO: Granted.  Also check for average ages, if possible.  I'd like to know if this was a professional ship or not.
CEO_Ens_Brincker says:
@::Scratches her head.:: *FCO* We shall do the best we can. We have just shifted the bodies away from what looks like a central console.
TO_LtJG_Semaj says:
@CSO: Aye, sir. :: Sits at the console and attempts to figure out the different controls using everything he knows about the mathematics of language::
MO_Lt_Sky says:
@XO:  Aye sir.
CSO_LtCmdr_Hayward says:
::annoyed:: *CEO*: Hayward to Brincker. Please respond
MO_Lt_Sky says:
@::Stepping carefully over a group o bodies, she makes her way out of the room, slowly scanning the ship and recording the bodies as she passed them as well as taking notes of ages and clothing worn.::
Host CO_Capt_Ahkileez says:
:;watches silently from his chair and then opens a separate channel with his chair:: *CMO*: Bridge to Sickbay.
CMO_Lt_Ahkileez says:
*CO*:  Sickbay...
FCO-Ens-Haynes says:
*CEO*: Understood.  CO: Sir a datalink has not been set up yet.  Chief Brincker has found a console that she might be able to access.
CEO_Ens_Brincker says:
*CSO* Sorry, sir. I shall do my best.
Host CO_Capt_Ahkileez says:
FCO: Thank you, Ensign. Let me know when it's set up.
Host CO_Capt_Ahkileez says:
*CMO*: Did we receive the artifacts from the freighter in good order?
CEO_Ens_Brincker says:
\Begins to look slightly nervous. T'Karr notices.:: <T'Karr> CEO: I will focus on the backup to the bridge, sir, then you can focus on the data link?
CSO_LtCmdr_Hayward says:
::Takes a deep breath:: *CEO*: Thank you, if engineering looks anything like the bridge, I know you have your hands full, Hayward out.
FCO-Ens-Haynes says:
::Nods in response to the Captain.::
FCO-Ens-Haynes says:
*CEO*: Please let us know the moment you have some access to their computer.
CMO_Lt_Ahkileez says:
*CO*:  That depends on ones definition of good order.  I wish they were fully functional.  ::Sighs::
CEO_Ens_Brincker says:
@EO: Good idea. ::Crawls under the console to see the connections, while the Vulcan takes a look around to see where the electrical power supply might be located.::
TO_LtJG_Semaj says:
@CSO: I have this panel pretty well figured out, but it is dead for the most part.
CEO_Ens_Brincker says:
@::Gets out her spanner and removes the covering from the underside of the panel.::
MO_Lt_Sky says:
@*XO*:  Sir, most of these people are not wearing uniforms.  The ages vary.  It is possible this was some form of a passenger ship.
CSO_LtCmdr_Hayward says:
@::Plays around with the controls, trying to get access to the computer core:: TO: I'm working on it over here too. ::grim:: We need more power to fully access the system.
XO_Cmdr_Ikari says:
@*MO*: A passenger ship with that big a cargo hold?  Alright, thank you Lieutenant.
Host CO_Capt_Ahkileez says:
:::sighs slightly:: *CMO*: I wish they were too. Hopefully we can find some way to help them in death if not in life. Will you keep me updated?
CEO_Ens_Brincker says:
@::T'Karr easily finds the electrical grid that seems to control the ship's power supply. He opens the panel door, which seems to have protected it slightly.::
MO_Lt_Sky says:
@::Makes her way down to the cargo hold.::
CSO_LtCmdr_Hayward says:
@MO: Any word about the species? Did we get any kind of identity about them?
XO_Cmdr_Ikari says:
@::heads to the cargo hold, snags two security crewmen::
CEO_Ens_Brincker says:
@::Thinks: Now why do they never look like the manuals say they should as she peruses the cables entering the console.::
CMO_Lt_Ahkileez says:
*CO*:  Yes.  Unfortunately, we can't tell you any more then you already probably know.  We are about finished with exterior scans and will be running them through the database for some comparison.  Hopefully something will come up.
CSO_LtCmdr_Hayward says:
@::still attempting to access the core::
CEO_Ens_Brincker says:
@<T'Karr>:There is a big red handle, he tries pulling it all the way down, as it looks like the on/off button to more or less the whole ship.::
Host CO_Capt_Ahkileez says:
*CMO*: Acknowledged, Doctor. Let me know when you have something.
MO_Lt_Sky says:
*CSO*:  I have not heard of anything from the CMO.  But identity could take time if they have no reference to start with.
Host CO_Capt_Ahkileez says:
::gets up from his chair and walks to stand just behind the Pit, looking at the screen and the ship portrayed on it::
CSO_LtCmdr_Hayward says:
@*MO*: Understood.
Host Frank says:
Scene: As the crew enters the cargo hold they notice two things.  First the hold is full of what appears to be archeological finds... secondly, it has been thoroughly searched and is in shambles.
CEO_Ens_Brincker says:
@::Quite a few of the cables have been shook loose, she hopes she connects them correctly.::
XO_Cmdr_Ikari says:
@::catches up with Sky and takes in the scene at the cargo hold:: MO: Ah, we have motive.
CSO_LtCmdr_Hayward says:
@Self: Damn this thing! TO: Are you having any luck?
MO_Lt_Sky says:
@::Looking around::  Most peculiar...  ::Turns to the first officer.::  XO:  Perhaps some form of... treasure?
FCO-Ens-Haynes says:
::Thinks to herself, upon hearing the XO's comment.:: Self: BINGO!
CEO_Ens_Brincker says:
@<T'Karr>::Sees that the button did not activate much, apart from one small console near him. He walks over to it and looks at the alien symbols. This looks much like a human power interface with various stations marked by symbols. He pushes the one that looks like a large T, believing that may be the top of the ship.::
XO_Cmdr_Ikari says:
@MO: Something of cultural significance, at least.  ::looks over the wreckage::
TO_LtJG_Semaj says:
@::Moves to another station and begins to examine it:: CSO: I had none at the FC station so I am trying another now, it appears to be tactical.  I will try to access any logs I can from here.
MO_Lt_Sky says:
@::bends down to examine a piece that appeared relatively old::  XO:  Someone would appear to have been searching for something.  Perhaps not a passenger type of ship... perhaps a transport of... archaeological finds.
CEO_Ens_Brincker says:
@::Gets up again and starts checking the external connections for the computer console.::
XO_Cmdr_Ikari says:
@*CO*: Looks like this ship may have been hit by pirates, sir.  After we search through these items I suggest we transport them aboard the Sharikahr for safekeeping.
MO_Lt_Sky says:
@XO:  If Cmdr Hayward could access their files, we might have knowledge of what this is.
CSO_LtCmdr_Hayward says:
@::flips what looks like an auxiliary power switch:: TO: Nor have I. Keep trying for the moment
Host CO_Capt_Ahkileez says:
::frowns at the screen:: *XO*: Pirates, in this sector? What exactly were they looking for?
FCO-Ens-Haynes says:
::In barely a whisper.:: Self: Yeah just for us to be ransacked next.
CEO_Ens_Brincker says:
@<T'Karr> *CSO* Sir, would you mind trying the terminals on the bridge now?
CMO_Lt_Ahkileez says:
::Completes the exterior::  K'gin:  Go ahead and begin running what we have through the computer.  We will go ahead and begin an interior scan.
XO_Cmdr_Ikari says:
@::nods to the MO:: *CO*: It looks like the cargo hold containing what appears to be... artifacts of some kind has been pillaged.
CSO_LtCmdr_Hayward says:
@::watches as the lights on the console wink to life:: TO: Well hallelujah. We're getting somewhere
TO_LtJG_Semaj says:
@CSO: It would help if the engineer could give us some auxiliary power about now.
MO_Lt_Sky says:
@::Out of curiosity, moves about the room carefully.::
CEO_Ens_Brincker says:
@::Walks over to T'Karr. Looks at the power resource display and sees a symbol that looks like an electrical lightning and pushes it. Lights come on around her.::
Host CO_Capt_Ahkileez says:
@ ::exhales heavily:: Self: Killed a dozen people for museum pieces. ::shakes his head:: *XO*: See what you can find out about these artifacts and have Semaj get Security in there right away to start cataloging visually and with telemetry. Once we're sure it's safe, we'll start beaming them into our holds.
XO_Cmdr_Ikari says:
@*CO*: Aye sir, we've got Security in here now.  ::gestures to the two he brought along to go about their new duties::
CEO_Ens_Brincker says:
@::Gets an idea.:: T'Karr: I think maybe the symbols at the top of the console are the locations on the ship, and the bottom are the functions they control there.::
CEO_Ens_Brincker says:
@<T'Karr>CEO: I believe you are right. Now we only need to find the meaning of the symbols.
MO_Lt_Sky says:
@::Finding nothing further for her to deal with, returns to the first officers side.::
Host CO_Capt_Ahkileez says:
*XO*: Is there any reason to think there's anything in that room to find but the ransacked cargo?
TO_LtJG_Semaj says:
@::Taps a button and the sensors come on but without the computer, the information is a jumbled mess:: CSO: I have something sir, not much but a start.
CMO_Lt_Ahkileez says:
::Slowly they work through the insides, cataloging, recording and analyzing.::
CEO_Ens_Brincker says:
@::Pushes the button that looks like a stylized display screen and the one that looks like an alien spanner.::
XO_Cmdr_Ikari says:
@*CO*: I'm not sure, sir.  A preliminary search hasn't turned anything up.
CSO_LtCmdr_Hayward says:
@TO: Excellent. Keep working, I'm trying to access the computer core now. Tie in the universal translator with what  you have. That might help.
CEO_Ens_Brincker says:
@::Nothing happens. She gets her toolkit again and starts following the conduit's power lines to find a possible break.::
Host CO_Capt_Ahkileez says:
::turns around and paces a little bit:: *XO*: Then seal the room except for Security. Once we've beamed the articles aboard we can reexamine them here.
MO_Lt_Sky says:
@XO:  Permission to place the various bodies in stasis for now.
CEO_Ens_Brincker says:
@T'Karr: Keep trying to see which systems you can bring online, and I will follow up on the dead ones.
CEO_Ens_Brincker says:
@<T'Karr>CEO: Aye, aye, sir.
XO_Cmdr_Ikari says:
@*CO*: Understood, sir.  We shouldn't need much more time here if we can get the computers up.
Host CO_Capt_Ahkileez says:
::looks back at the screen:: *XO*: Good work, Commander. Put Doctor Sky on the comm please.
XO_Cmdr_Ikari says:
@MO: Not just yet, the Captain wants to have a word with you.
MO_Lt_Sky says:
@::Nods::
MO_Lt_Sky says:
@*CO*:  Sky here sir.
TO_LtJG_Semaj says:
@::Attempts to tie in the UT and the sensors go offline again::  CSO: I tried to tie in the Universal Translator and the sensors died on me.  Our technology is not compatible with theirs.
CMO_Lt_Ahkileez says:
::Working her way through, shakes her head.::
Host CO_Capt_Ahkileez says:
::stands easy as he talks to thin air:: *MO*: Doctor Sky, have you found any indication aboard the ship of unusual stasis chambers or any evidence of specialized practices for dealing with remains?
CEO_Ens_Brincker says:
@<T'Karr>:Tries to activate the computer and bridge sign simultaneously.:: *CSO* Try to see if the computer access works now.
CEO_Ens_Brincker says:
@<T'Karr>::Belatedly adds:: *CSO* ...sir
CSO_LtCmdr_Hayward says:
@TO: Crap. I was afraid of that. Looks like we'll have to make the best of it. I'm starting to figure out there written language. At least partly
MO_Lt_Sky says:
*CO*:  No sir, but it is a rather small vessel.  I have not located yet their medical room yet.
CEO_Ens_Brincker says:
@::As the computer link in engineering did not come, she has a feeling that it probably would not. Looking around the engine room she takes a drink of water from her bottle and tries to think logically.::
TO_LtJG_Semaj says:
@::begins reworking the controls and tries to jury rig the UT so that it will work on the sensors::
CEO_Ens_Brincker says:
@::She brings out her tricorder to see if she can determine the kind of weapons that did this damage.::
Host CO_Capt_Ahkileez says:
::frowns:: *MO*: A ship of that size, they might not even have one we'd recognize. Begin prepping the bodies for beam-over to the Sharikahr. We'll place them in our morgue until we find any alternate method for dealing with them. But we can't leave them on that ship.
MO_Lt_Sky says:
*CO*:  Aye sir.
MO_Lt_Sky says:
@XO:  Commander, I will begin tagging the bodies.  Once all are aboard, permission to return to the ship.
CEO_Ens_Brincker says:
@::Gets down on her knees to crawl around the perimeter of the engineering room to find access panels to the interior of this alien environment.::
XO_Cmdr_Ikari says:
@::treads carefully around the shambles looking for anything whole, speaks over his shoulder:: MO: Granted.  Good work here, Lieutenant.
CEO_Ens_Brincker says:
@::Gets her tricorder readout.:: *XO* Weapon signatures are disruptors. But they do not match Klingon or Romulan weapons.. ::Looks again.:: Nor Reman.
Host CO_Capt_Ahkileez says:
::walks back to his chair:: *CMO*: Bridge to Sickbay. Prepare to receive additional transports from the freighter. We will be taking the rest of the ship's crew aboard.
MO_Lt_Sky says:
@XO:  Thank you commander.  ::Leaves the room after tagging the bodies there.::
MO_Lt_Sky says:
*Sickbay*:  Prepare for arrival of dead to be placed into stasis.
CEO_Ens_Brincker says:
@<T'Karr>::Hears Brincker:: CEO: That would not have been good for the data storage facilities.
CMO_Lt_Ahkileez says:
*CO*:  Acknowledged.  And I wish I had more information for you on this end, but not yet.
CEO_Ens_Brincker says:
@T'Karr: It certainly would not.
CEO_Ens_Brincker says:
@::Looks at the bodies around her.:: T'Karr: Nor for the people here either.
CMO_Lt_Ahkileez says:
::Nods to the other team to deal with them, they would finish up with these bodies.::
XO_Cmdr_Ikari says:
@*CEO*: Alright, we're not going to get much from our tricorders.  Get us that power, Ensign.  We need to tap their computers.
MO_Lt_Sky says:
@::Making her way through the ship, tags the bodies, then orders their transport.::
FCO-Ens-Haynes says:
::Hypothesizes in her mind about who could have done this.::
Host CO_Capt_Ahkileez says:
*CMO*: We're all working to fill the gaps in information. Hopefully we'll find something that can help you. Until then, we'll just have to care for those that died aboard that ship. Bridge out.
CEO_Ens_Brincker says:
@::Walks over to the power distribution console. Pushes the lightning symbol and all other signs on the console that have not been pushed yet.:: *XO* We have now tried to activate the auxiliary power in all parts of the ship. If there are areas without light, please let us know and we shall attend to it.
CMO_Lt_Ahkileez says:
::Shakes her head in both agreement and a bit of frustration.::
CEO_Ens_Brincker says:
@::Notices the Vulcan watching her in fascination at the rash action.::
MO_Lt_Sky says:
@XO:  Commander, all bodies have been beamed of the ship.
FCO-Ens-Haynes says:
::Wonders what the cause(s) of death were of the freighter's crew.::
CSO_LtCmdr_Hayward says:
@::Tries one last trick to get into the computer::
XO_Cmdr_Ikari says:
@*CEO*: Alright, but concentrate on the computers.  That's all we need before we go.
XO_Cmdr_Ikari says:
@MO: Very well, you have permission to return to the ship.
CEO_Ens_Brincker says:
@::Wonders when she will ever learn to get her priorities right.:: XO: Aye, aye, sir.
MO_Lt_Sky says:
@::nods::
MO_Lt_Sky says:
@*Sharikahr*:  One to beam back to the ship.
TO_LtJG_Semaj says:
@::Tries some unorthodox work on the sensors but to no avail:: CSO: I am about ready to call this a "Hopeless case" and move on
Host CO_Capt_Ahkileez says:
::eases down into his chair and props an elbow on an armrest, resting his chin on a closed fist:: Self: I wonder if we really found out anything today. Or just unraveled more questions.
XO_Cmdr_Ikari says:
@*FCO*: Prepare transport the first of the items we found in the cargo hold.
FCO-Ens-Haynes says:
*XO*: Aye sir. ::Transports the items.  *MO*: Beaming you back now. ::Beams her back too.::
CSO_LtCmdr_Hayward says:
TO: Unfortunately that’s not an option until we receive further orders. ::hits his comm badge:: *XO*: Hayward to Ikari 
Host Frank says:
<<<<<<<<<<Pause Mission>>>>>>>>>>>
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